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The thoughts of Chairman Pau….(l)
Welcome to the bumper Christmas edition of LDN. I’d rather hoped that we
wouldn’t be needing such a thing and that Dorset section would now be back,
meeting in person and riding together. But sadly, that’s not the case quite yet.
Let us all hope the much-vaunted vaccine gets rolled out quickly and life can
begin to return to normal. Because of Lockdown 2.0 we’ve not even been able
to manage any informal runs, but it’s our intention to try and get something up
and running (speaking for myself, a bike that’s up and running would be helpful,
too) early in the new year, subject to a relaxation of the tier 2 restrictions we
find ourselves saddled with.
In the meantime, grab a mince pie, pour yourself a small sherry, settle back and
enjoy the festive edition of Lockdown News!

First, a memory from Rod Hann about Bob Hoare who passed away earlier this
month.
Bob was a native of Poole and, following his schooling, he undertook various
jobs before finally joining the police. He had an interest in motorcycles from the
earliest days. Marriage and children, two sons and a daughter, kept him busy
and he spent several years riding motorcycles on traffic patrol.
A hard-working and inventive man, he built his own bungalow at Hazelbury
Bryan where his interest in motorcycles for leisure use was rekindled and many
machines followed. Joining the VMCC was a natural progression and he became
an active member of the Dorset section, serving on the committee for many
years. He was also a driving force behind the Weymouth run, organising it for
several years, as well as the January and Last of the Summer Wine runs.
A divorce eventually led to a meeting with Marjorie, with love and marriage
following; he loved his extended family very much. Survived by Marjorie, his
beloved children, grandchildren and even great grandchildren, he was a great
presence and will be sadly missed.

Godspeed Bob and thank you for everything you did for the Dorset section.

Peter Miller has been working on yet another vintage oddity
1923 Packman and Poppe Anyone? – Well why not?
An early post by Paul Wirdnam on the section’s website was titled ‘1923
Packman and Poppe Anyone?’ It concerned a rather rare machine recently
acquired by a new member in Corfe Mullen. I read the post with interest but
thought nothing more about it until I met the bike’s owner at the monthly car
and bike gathering at the Cock and Bottle in Morden. Alan was a vintage car
man and was attending the gathering in one of his restored Bullnose Morris cars
whilst I was there on a vintage bike. As I was about to leave Alan came over to
chat and mentioned the unusual Packman & Poppe bike he had acquired to
restore as a diversion from cars. The bike was thought to date from 1923 and
had been converted by Edward Heward of the Petersfield Motorcycle Club

during the early post-war years to use for grass tracking. I was intrigued by the
bike and agreed with Alan to go and see it.
The bike should more correctly be referred to as a P & P, the initials identifying
the two men responsible for its manufacture. Gilmore Packman ran the
business side of the venture and Erling Poppe was the designer. Packman’s
main call to fame was his death in 1925 following an altercation with a salesman
when a heavy silencer fell on his head. Erling Poppe was the son of Norwegian
Peter August Poppe and was born in Austria in 1888 where his father worked
for Steyr Manlicher. The following year the family moved to Coventry where
Peter Poppe, together with Alfred James White, established the White and
Poppe engine manufacturing firm in Coventry. Erling, who was educated at
Birmingham University, designed the first P & P motorcycle featuring a 250cc
two-stroke engine in 1922. The following year the Silent Three model, using a
Barr & Stroud 350cc sleeve-valve engine, was marketed. A V-twin JAP powered
machine soon followed. He would later become better known as the designer
of the post-war Sunbeam S7.

The illustration of the Silent Three Motor Cycle is reproduced from the 1923 P & P catalogue.

The P & P was an advanced machine for its day. The frame was a duplex cradle
design offering the flexibility to accommodate all engines from the 350cc Barr &
Stroud 350cc up to 1000cc V-twins. It also featured an easy lift centre stand, a
three-point saddle mounting and an aluminium oil bath chaincase enclosing
both front and rear chains. Unusual then, and still unusual today, was the
adoption of a live rear axle with the bearings incorporated within the frame,
which allowed easy removal of the rear wheel.

It is thought the first machines were manufactured for P & P by Montgomery
Motorcycles in Coventry. Production came to an end in 1925 following the
death of Gilmore Packman when a fire destroyed the Montgomery works and
the company was liquidated. The stock was purchased by John Wooler, who no
doubt appreciated the unorthodox innovative design, and production
recommenced at the Wooler Works in Wembley. Manufacture of P & P
motorcycles came to an end in 1930.
The bike Alan had acquired was thought to have started life as a Silent Three
with the Barr & Stroud sleeve-valve engine, not perhaps an ideal choice if
performance rather than silence was the objective. Edward Heward certainly
thought so and for his grass-track machine the sleeve valve engine was replaced
by a 350cc Blackburne OHV engine. Other changes were also made using
components such as front forks and wheels which are believed to have
originated on a vintage Norton. The Sturmey Archer gear box was retained, but
the hand gear change was replaced by a positive stop foot-change of Heward’s
own design. The Blackburne engine was much taller than the Barr & Stroud and
filled the space below the top frame tubes previously occupied by the fuel tank.
Heward overcame the problem by fitting what I assume to be a modified BSA
saddle tank above the frame and, in my view, spoiled the attractive lines of a
vintage bike.
The P & P was Alan’s first vintage bike restoration and he was uncertain how to
proceed. He appreciated that a more original machine would have been more
straightforward as a first bike restoration. I was intrigued by the P & P and
agreed to make an exchange for a partially restored vintage two-stroke Royal
Enfield. By way of an aside, the Enfield was fitted with a ‘restored’ engine
acquired at a past Netley Marsh autojumble. I use quotation marks as I was led
to believe the engine had been removed from a restored bike so that a steam
engine could be fitted. It certainly looked to have been restored but Alan
struggled long and hard to get it to start. There was considerable scratching of
heads before we decided the deflector piston had been put in back to front. This
was not the only problem as once the piston had been rotated a chip out of its
skirt aligned with the transfer port. This perhaps explained why the piston had
been turned in the first place and a temporary repair to the piston was required
before the engine was persuaded to run.

The P & P as acquired.

The P & P presented a bit of a quandary as what to do. To start with P & Ps are
rare bikes with survivors recorded in single figures so arguably it should be
restored back to original. To do so would have been quite a daunting, but by no
means an insurmountable, task. It was assumed the bike had started life as a
Silent Three and to have been fitted with a 349cc Barr and Stroud single sleevevalve engine. Comments to the effect that you will never find a Bar and Stroud
sleeve valve engine proved unfounded as within a few months I was presented
with two opportunities to acquire one. Brampton Biflex forks are not common
but I already had a set. These are a current, but incorrect, fitment on my early
BSA. I had already acquired the correct BSA replacements, which once fitted
would free up the Bramptons. Replacement castings for the aluminium
chaincase, exhaust expansion chamber and footboards would require some
considerable effort but could be done. However, whilst back to original was
possible it would destroy its history and association with Edward Heward. This
raised the question as to how famous was Heward and whether it was
appropriate to preserve the machine in the form he had developed. Paul
Wirdnam had done some research on Edward Heward, but without success. I
did further investigation and concluded that his importance did not extend
beyond local grass track circles. I, therefore, felt under no obligation to restore
the machine as Heward had created it especially as I disliked its styling with the
inappropriate saddle tank.
It took very little cogitation before deciding I wanted to retain the ohv
Blackburne engine, rather than revert to the Barr and Stroud sleeve-valve. Once
this decision had been made it seemed sensible to retain the Norton wheels,

with their promise of better braking, and front forks. The Heward positive stop
foot change was a novelty but looked crude and I suspected would prove
temperamental. Fortunately the novel hand change mechanism, which had
been sawn off the frame, came with the box of bits accompanying the bike. I
think vintage bikes should have hand change and it seemed obvious to me that
this needed to be refitted. The real issue was the saddle tank, which was of post
vintage styling and did nothing to enhance the vintage appearance of the bike.
Originally the bike would have had a wedge-shaped flat tank suspended below
the top tubes and it seemed obvious that a tank of this type should be made.
The problem was that the Blackburne engine was considerably taller than the
Barr and Stroud unit and left no space to fit a tank. More cogitation before I
decided that if I lowered the engine a fraction and tilted it forward then I might
just manage to squeeze in both the engine and tank. I could not lower the
engine too much for fear of grounding the large external flywheel and I could
not tilt it too far forward in case the length occupied within the frame proved
too great and did not allow space for the gearbox. As an aside the live rear axle
meant that the secondary chain adjustment is made by moving the entire
engine/gearbox assembly backwards or forwards, which effectively reduces the
space for the engine. There is a precedent for inclining the engine as P & P had
themselves had fitted the Barr and Stroud engine into the Silent Three with a
slight forward tilt and would also do so in respect of a 500cc ohv JAP powered
machine.
It was only with my third set of engine plates that I was happy that I had the
optimum positioning of the engine/gearbox assembly. The flywheel was just
contained within the frame tubes and the engine inclination was the maximum
that could be achieved with the exhaust remaining clear of the front mudguard
whilst still allowing space for the gearbox and chain adjustments. Even then the
space for the fuel tank was very limited. It was clear that the tank would need
to be hollowed out to clear the engine rocker gear and to make space for the
carburettor. I obtained the external dimensions of the tank from a German
enthusiast who was restoring a P & P with an ohv JAP. These were used to
construct a wooden block of the tank which I could then fit to the bike and
hollow out to clear the engine rocker gear and carburettor. The tank is quite
small, as are many on vintage bikes, and I did not want to reduce the internal
volume any more than was absolutely necessary. The central cutaway cleared
the cylinder head and rocker gear, just, and I had to cut away the side of the
tank to allow fitting the carburettor. With the under-tank cutaway determined
I set to with a mild steel sheet, tin snips and various improvised bending devices
to fabricate the tank. The correct technique would have been to soft solder the

various pieces together, but I was not confident of my ability to solder one part
without causing another to spring apart. I chose instead to adopt a combination
of brazing and silver solder. I was quite pleased with the end result and modest
amounts of filler easily concealed the imperfections. The cutaways allowed just
enough clearance for the carburettor and valve gear, whilst tappet adjustment
was just possible. It is just possible to fit the tank with the engine in position,
but I would not wish to scratch a newly painted tank. It is much easier to undo
the frame attachment for the front engine plate so the engine drops downwards
to increase clearance.
With the engine/gear box assembly and tank fitted within the frame, I was in a
position to consider the rest of the bike and to attempt a dry assembly. The
restoration of a vintage or classic bike back to original is satisfying, but lacks any
sense of creativity. The assembly of a vintage special on the other hand allows
the builder to indulge his own ideas of style and to incorporate features he finds
attractive. I had already accepted the concept of maintaining the bike as a
Heward Special through the retention of the Blackburne engine and other major
components such as forks and wheels. I also wished it to be readily identifiable
as a P & P through the reinstallation of the P & P style tank, three-point saddle
fixing and gear change quadrant. Mudguards were another matter and I chose
to adapt slim C section blanks to fit. A Brooklands can was a must and its
location quickly decided upon, but the pipe run caused issues and the pipe I had
bent up looks good but reduces the already minimal ground clearance. The
handlebars are ex-BSA with straight pull twist grips for throttle and
advance/retard. The P & P oil tank is a separate container, which bolts on top
of the gearbox. Originally this would have had a tool box fitted on top, but my
engine plates had raised the oil tank too high to fit the toolbox in. I chose to
design a tool box, based upon that fitted to my 1935 Francis Barnett Cruiser,
which still sits on top of the oil tank and occupies the space between the frame
tubes but with top rather than side access.

The dry-run assembly. The toolbox had not been fitted at this stage. The rear wheel still gives the
appearance of having a live axle although Heward had changed this to be more conventional with the
bearings within the wheel hub. Unbeknown to me at this stage was the fact that the gearbox end cover
was cracked; no doubt a heavy-footed previous owner struggling to start a recalcitrant engine.

I fitted the oil sight feed to obtain some measure of the quantity of oil passing though the engine, but flow
needs to be set whilst the bike is stationary. Hopefully the reach to the pump will not be too great whilst
riding. The engine has a tell tale to confirm pump operation. The brake pedal I fitted is believed to have
originated on a BSA and needed extensive modification.

The photographs show the machine assembled as a dry run. I am not an
enthusiast for cleaning and polishing and decided to aim for a smart appearance
rather than to attempt a concours restoration. I have since had the frame and
various other components shot blasted and powder coated matt black ready to
start final assembly. This came to a halt when I stripped the gearbox only to find
that the end cover was cracked at the kickstart shaft housing. Everything has
now come to a halt whilst awaiting a weld repair.

Unsurprisingly tank transfers for P & P motorcycles are not readily available. I
briefly contemplated getting the P & P logo sign painted on the tank before
deciding to produce my own transfers using a computer graphics program. The
normal decal for a P & P of this year is a circular badge with the P & P legend in
the centre and the script MOTOR CYCLES COVENTRY round the circumference. I
decided to adopt a similar style and came up with the tank decal below. I was
planning to take this along to a local print firm to have stickers made, but having
watched a recent Repair Shop programme on television have decided to try
printing my own using special transfer printing paper.

The design for the tank transfer, drawn up
using a graphics programme on the computer,
is based upon the P & P original and recognises
Edward Heward’s contribution to the final
motorcycle design. It might appear a little
gaudy, but I was planning on a crimson tank.

Neither registration document nor number plates came with the machine and I
was anticipating fraught negotiations with the DVLA to obtain an age related
number. I accepted the machine was a special and possibly only the frame could
claim P & P provenance. Under the DVLA scheme allocating points for original
items such as frame, forks and wheels the bike would not score highly and,
unless I could verify that it was constructed in the immediate post-war period, a
Q-plate seemed a real possibility. I started collecting the dating evidence to
assemble my case, which proved much easier than expected. The first place I
looked was the VMCC Machine Register. In the past I have been very critical of
this document, but not anymore. It lists 3 P & P machines, two fitted with the
Barr and Stroud engine and the third, a 1924 model, with a Blackburne ohv
engine. A quick check of numbers confirmed this was my machine and I now
knew the registration number. A further check on the DVLA website confirmed
the number was on DVLA computer and a letter to Swansea got me my V5C.
So that brings to date the progress with my lockdown restoration product.
There is very little more to do although the plating and a few minor jobs are
likely to delay completion. I hope for completion early next year.

Seems like Phil Allen has been busy too. All your editor seems to have done is
eat cake.
Lock Down Builds
About 18 month ago a friend asked if l
would get 2 of his bikes running so l said l
would little did l know what it would lead
to, so a week or so later a 1915 3 1/2HP
Sunbeam ex WW1 and a 1925 350cc
Raleigh belt drive arrived in a very very
sorry state and l was wondering what l
had let myself in for. Flat tyres and
covered in nearly 45 years of muck and
dust, after a good power wash they did
not look too bad, the Sunbeam had what l think is original paint over the original
Army green Well, to cut a lot of work short the day came to start them up, the
Sunbeam started second kick and after a bit of fettling and checking the Best &
Lloyd hand pump and it was off down the road. Of course, l maybe should have
sorted the brakes before the test ride (l did not learn the lesson when test riding
my 1920 Sunbeam with no brakes. Anyway, l was pleasantly surprised how well
it want, so onto the Raleigh; this took a bit more to get going and to work out
how the oil pump worked but run it did and very nicely l have to say. A few times
up the road and onto a 20 mile trip- not intentional, but l just got carried away,
did a Forrest Gump and just kept going, what a dream bike to ride, the belt drive
was superb as was the Sturmey Archer gearbox.
So, the bikes went back to their owner. Then an offer of ‘l have a lot of Sunbeam
parts and l think at least 2 complete
bikes. Build them both and one is yours’.
The temptation being too much, or was
it stupidity, I’m not sure! A lorry load of
parts arrived, described by a friend as a
lorry load of scrap metal and he was
nearer right than me. l started to think at
that point and many stages during the
build about what I had agreed to. The
‘scrap’ turned out to be a 1920 Sunbeam
3 1/2HP with a 600cc Long Stroke engine and a genuine 1933 Sunbeam 350cc
Model 8 (ex-grass track bike or so l was told).

First thing to do was sort out the parts for the 1920, 4 sets crank cases, 4 gearbox
casings gears, shafts 4 barrels, 2 crankshafts -basically a load of scrap. Then start
on the 350 and sort the bits for this, fortunately on this the engine was nearly
together (nearly!!!). 3 weeks to sort out roughly which bits go with what, check
their condition and initially decide which to use (it did change through the build).
I thought that building the pair of bikes would take around 400 hours maximum,
yet here l am more than 800 hours later and the 350 not finished yet, thank god
for the COVID-19 lock down! (steady on Phil!-ed)
It has been, as all builders will tell you, a
labour of love and pride; not giving up,
much cursing and swearing and a
measure of frustration. For anyone
thinking of a similar project - think again
and then again! As we all know, you are
told all the parts should be there. Dream
on and thank the deities for the lathe,
milling machine and welding set. It has
taken 13 months so far and the 1920 is
now running. The clutch & gearbox works and it drives erm, as a 1920 does (not
for everyone l guess, it’s an acquired taste). The 350 is in the final stages, wiring,
and a few cables, bit of work on the carb and should be another bike for the
summer. The twin port 1933 does look very nice.
So what have l learnt? Well, thanks to Rod Hann, l have learnt how to build
wheels, l have learnt to TIG weld, my Nickel plating skills have improved, my
spray painting is now much better, but have alsol learnt not to do another bike,
well not really.
Will Collard convinced me to buy a 1961
Bonneville in the late summer so that is
my current project, hopefully as a
keeper, but who knows? The big
advantage with the Bonneville is the
ready availability of replacement parts,
I need only to fork out the money. I had
a 1966 Bonneville when l was 18 so it
seems nearly full circle and l guess a bit
more sensible than my passion for a BSA
DBD34 (wondrous machines, you’re unworthy etc- ed)

So, would l build another Sunbeam from scrap? Of course, l would just be
looking for the right project to turn up. But hopefully next year, instead of
spending all day in the garage l will get out and ride them.
I would like to thank everyone who helped me on these projects especially Rod’s
patience teaching me how to build wheels and Ken & Paul at the Marston
Sunbeam Club. Incidentally all the leftover parts for the Sunbeams were passed
onto the Marston Club for the next person who is at a loss of something to do.
A few photos enclosed.

Speaking of being busy, you can always rely on Ian Clarke to have a project or
two on the go!
Having retired in 1990 I set about looking for projects to keep me occupied in
the workshop and, whilst I still had one BMW to start on, I've never liked just
one bike on the go at any instant in time. I put the word out, initially for a BMW
but then broadened the search for anything that might be considered as
'interesting'. This soon resulted in a phone call from a friend (Mike) in Redditch
telling me there was a Montesa advertised in the local rag as being complete
and a runner for £180. My first reaction was to say I wasn't interested in another
off road bike as I already had two 250cc Bultaco's (an Alpina trail bike and a Mk4
Matador six days machine) but my contact suggested that the Montesa possibly
wasn't off road as there was no mention of this anywhere in the advert. As the
bike was located near to him he'd ring and arrange to see it.
In the meantime whilst doing a bit of research via old copies of Motorcycle Sport
to try to find a test of a Montesa road bike I recalled there was a Montesa Impala
which I knew a little about as another friend, the late Phil Williams who came to
Wessex V&V meetings for a while, raced one quite successfully in the early '70's
at club level.
The day after our original conversation Mike was back on the phone saying he'd
been to see the bike, that it was an Impala 250 Sport more or less complete and
original, but that he surmised from the damage to the tank, both footrests and
the scoring on the silencer the bike had been 'down the road' on more than one

occasion. It was also very low mileage for its age which made us both suspect
that it may at one time have been raced as so many of them were. 'So, you've
bought it then Mike' elicited the response 'no, the guy appeared desperate for
the money so I've offered him £130!' (ruthless-ed)
Well, I thought that's the end of that one but apparently not for the next day
Mike rang to say he'd had the offer accepted and that the bike was now safely
stored in the back of his garage.
A few weeks passed before I was able to collect the Montesa and drag it back to
Dorset behind the car. What I now had in my workshop was indeed a virtually
complete machine but one that was going to require quite a lot of new parts if
it was ever to be brought up to 'factory fresh' condition. The tank had a number
of serious dents so this became the first thing to be sorted. There was also an
awful lot of surface rust on the inside of the tank which needed to be removed.
I put the tank on the rack of the R75/5 and ran it up to a man in Pershore,
Worcestershire who was de-denting tanks for me at that time. He simply ground
the welded seam from the bottom of the tank and pulled it open so he could get
into it and knock all the dents out before returning the tank to me so I could
blast the inside clean before he closed it up and welded the base back in. So
good was the job he did that there was absolutely no filler required when I
resprayed the tank in its original red and silver finish.
Turning my attention to the engine/gearbox unit it was pleasing to find that
other than a precautionary bearing and seal change everything else was in very
good condition. A few bits went for chromium plating whilst I listed the cycle
parts that were beyond repair and which, obviously, needed replacing. Enquiries
in this country produced absolutely no response so, as I had by now finished
working, it seemed pretty obvious to me to spend some time in Spain tracking
down all the replacement parts. I set off for a 5 week tour of Spain on my
recently acquired K100RS travelling Portsmouth to Cherbourg then through
France, over the Pyrenees to arrive at the Montesa factory located in a suburb
of Barcelona. Montesa had, by this time, been bought by Honda and there they
had a production line set up for 125cc Honda machines which were sent all over
Europe. Fortunately, the gatekeeper had ridden his Mk2 Impala (cast wheels
instead of spoked as on my Mk1) to work that day and in spite of my complete
lack of Spanish and his of English I was able to gesticulate using his bike and
convey my request for information on Montesa dealerships. He went into the

gatehouse returning with a sheet of paper listing every Honda, Montesa Honda
and Montesa dealer in Spain.
Armed with this, and a map, I planned my Spanish 'holiday' to take in the
maximum number of dealerships during my tour of the country. Just over a
month later, when most of the dealerships on the list had received a visit, I
returned home with all the parts needed except the exhaust pipe, silencer and
handlebars. The exhaust pipe wasn't really an issue as I'd already decided to fit
a stainless one and as there was no easy way to carry a silencer on the bike there
seemed little point in asking dealers about one.The handlebars and levers also
proved elusive as none of the dealers visited could help with them, but other
than those items there were enough parts to warrant starting the rebuild. This
was pretty straightforward simply strip, clean and paint the cycle parts, polish
anything aluminium, rebuild the wheels with stainless steel spokes then fit new
tyres and tubes and finally to remanufacture as many of the chrome plated parts
as possible in stainless to avoid a large plating bill and for longevity.
There was still the complete exhaust system as well as handlebars and levers to
source. The front pipe should have been relatively easy to reproduce as there
was an original for a pattern, however to put the really tight bend required into
a length of two inch outside diameter stainless steel pipe proved to be right on
the limit of the hydraulic pipe bender. Accuracy was essential to ensure it would
line up with the silencer as the brake pedal and footrest limit the amount of any
adjustment. For the silencer I called in the services of another friend Bob
Wakeman, someone who'd recently retired but had spent his whole career
working in sheet metal and who had previously made silencers in stainless for
my BRC 1000/4 and the BMW R26. Again I had an original, albeit badly dented
and scored, as a pattern and several weeks later collected the new replica which
looked identical and fitted perfectly.
Meanwhile as it was by now summer again the frame, mudguards and tank
could be sprayed. I had the frame and swinging arm blasted, etch primed then
powder coated in grey that was then rubbed down and used as a base coat for
the silver finish coats. Likewise the mudguards, tank and headlamp which were
blasted and etch primed then sprayed with cellulose. The red paint having been
matched to the original colour on the inside of the headlamp shell. The top fork
yolk was finished crackle black, something the powder coater was able to
reproduce.
Assembly was straight forward, as was the engine rebuild. It was interesting as
I'd already built a couple of Bultaco engines and was therefore able to compare
the two as they were both designed by Francesco Bulto. He designed the

Montesa first and this has geared primary drive and a number of other
sophisticated (read expensive to manufacture) parts. The Bultaco on the other
hand uses chain primary drive and is a much simpler construction. I wondered if
this was because he was more interested in the cost of manufacture and the
profitability of the machine when he was working for himself?
All now ready to go but still minus the handlebars and levers which were still
proving difficult to source. I was going to Kempton Autojumble regularly at this
time looking for anything Montesa and on one visit saw some new Amal
monobloc carburettor bodies. These were 30mm, the size used on the Impala
but the vendor warned that while they might look like a standard carb
unfortunately for some reason all the threads were different! Of course these
were Spanish Amal's made under licence so £5 changed hands and I had the
makings of a new carb.

In the end the only option with the handlebars appeared to be to make them
myself which was going to be slightly challenging as they were 'Ace' bars with
built in lever mounts. So,armed with only a sales catalogue and a few original
photos and a TIG welder I set about fabricating them in stainless. Whilst it took
many days of bending, cutting, fabricating and welding I did eventually end up
with a set of almost finished bars. Almost finished because without the levers I

couldn't drill the mounts or finish them to size. That September at Beaulieu
Autojumble there was a Spaniard selling parts for Ossa's, Bultaco's and
Montesa's with a board full of different control levers. Having picked up what I
thought were levers for the Impala, only to be told they were Bultaco and the
next pair Ossa the vendor asked exactly what machine I was trying to buy levers
for. When I said Montesa Impala the next questions were 'capacity? Year?' 250cc
and 1969 elicited the response 'unusual machine even in Spain, most are 175cc'.
After rummaging around in the back of his van he appeared with two new
matching levers saying '1969 250 only'. The bike was, at last, now complete. I've
had it started a couple of times and it seems to run well although by modern
silencing standards the thing is incredibly noisy in a sort of ear drum splitting
way. Then again, according to the Motorcycle Sport road test they were
unacceptably noisy 'in the day'.

I always wonder how Ian manages to even remember all his bikes. You just know
there’s a secret underground fastness, protected by a moat filled with sharks
and he sits in the middle, surrounded by all his bikes and stroking a cat.

Our secretary wishes to confess to a guilty pleasure/secret shame:
The Clock With No Hands
Content warning: this is an article about an old clock, but I’m guessing that, like me, many
VMCC members have an interest in all things
mechanical including clocks.
For the last twenty years, I’ve been servicing
and repairing electric watches for their
owners, who mainly come from the UK,
Europe, North America and Australia / New
Zealand. It’s a niche area as these watches
were only made between 1957 and about
1974 when quartz technology finally made
them obsolete. If you’d like to learn more
about these interesting watches, there is a

lot of information on my website here: https://electric-watches.co.uk/
But I didn’t start with watches; I started with old mechanical clocks
and, at one time, we had all sorts of clocks in all the rooms of our
house and even more in my garage. These ranged from simple,
cheap spring driven (wind up with a key type) desktop clocks to large
weight driven Victorian longcase clocks and everything in between
including several American Ogee 30-hour wall clocks and even a 17th
century one-handed lantern clock (photo).
Clocks are much easier to work on than watches, being much larger.
In fact, working on the gear train of a mechanical clock is not
dissimilar to working on a gearbox from a vintage British motorcycle;
they both have gears that need to mesh with each other, they both
have bushes that these gears need to run in and they both have endfloat considerations. The same applies to watches of course, but
everything is so much smaller.
Sometimes the boundary between clocks and watches gets
a bit blurred. Is this a clock on a watch strap or a watch for
André the Giant? Certainly, too big for my daughter to
wear. It is in fact probably an advertising prop for a watch
repair high street shop and dates from the 1960s. I don’t
have it any longer but, from memory, it had a rather nasty
East German electric clock movement powered by a single
AA battery.
After each house move, the old clock collection got smaller
and smaller until we now only have about five in the house and a few more in the garage.
Saturday morning is their winding up time, usually followed by a trip to Thyme after Time to
discuss Important Club Business* with Paul Miles. (* an excuse for tea and cake).
But I digress, so back to the Clock With No Hands story. The one type of old clock that I’ve
never owned is a turret clock. And for obvious reasons really, as they are usually huge and
quite unsuitable for most family homes. From Wikipedia: “A turret clock or tower clock is a
clock designed to be mounted high in the wall of a building, usually in a clock tower, in public
buildings such as churches, university buildings, and town halls. As a public amenity to
enable the community to tell the time, it has a large face visible from far away, and often a
striking mechanism which rings bells upon the hours.”

If you don’t want to climb up a
church tower to see a turret clock,
then living in Dorset, you’re in
luck. Just go and visit Sherborne
Abbey and you can see their
example in the South Aisle (photo
on right).
Sadly, many turret clocks have
been ripped out of old buildings
and churches and replaced with
modern electric clocks. Those that
survive have often been fitted
with automatic electric winders.
When we finally settled in Okeford Fitzpaine in mid 2016, we got to
know The Dorset Bookshop in Blandford. It has a fine selection of
both new and used books…and old clocks! I fell in love with this
bracket clock (photo on left) and bought it from Kevin, the proprietor.
I only later found out that he lived three doors away from us and was
a keen classic vehicle enthusiast, so over the last 4 years, we’ve
become good friends and, pre-Covid, we would often natter about old
clocks, bikes and cars.
Kevin is on an email distribution list for the Turret Clock Group of the Antiquarian
Horological Society. Back in July of this year, they circulated an email that said something
like “Old turret clock for sale in Kent. Must be removed from derelict house in next few days,
before demolition of the house. Very overgrown”. Kevin knew of my interest in these clocks
and forwarded the email to me complete with a few tantalizing photos. I immediately rang
the person handling the sale and purchased over the phone. He explained that the owner
of the clock passed away 10+ years ago and that the property then fell into disuse and
nature took over; relatives were now looking to sell the land with the dilapidated house
being demolished. He warned me to bring additional man power, plenty of gardening (?)
tools, saws and masks (unrelated to Covid). I arranged to see him the next day.
Once off the phone, I had a frantic search for a van to hire, but eventually found one in
Gillingham. And then a phone call to my mate Pete in Dorchester to see if he was up for a
road trip to Kent. Luckily he was --- thank you Pete!

As you can see, it was bad. The conservatory had been used as a dumping area for many
years and the roof had partially collapsed. Fox and rat dropping were everywhere, hence
the need for the masks; the stench was awful. Pete is standing next to the clock; it is sitting
halfway up a mahogany frame that the previous owner had built for it. The woodwork for
the dial is visible but as you can see, there is no dial and this is The Clock With No Hands.
As we had to fight our way into this part of the house, and as there was no longer any
access via the garden, the first thing we had to work out was whether we would need to cut
the mahogany frame to get it back through the house to our van. After a quick inspection, it
was clear that the previous owner was a master woodworker and the frame was beautifully
built as you’ll see later, but importantly, it could be easily disassembled with nothing more
than a screwdriver and spanner.

The clock was made by Baileys of Salford and probably dates from about 1880. As turret
clocks go, this is quite a small one and was
probably installed in a wealthy land owner’s
outbuilding rather than in a church.
As this is a weight driven clock, the modern
mahogany frame was built to give a decent drop
height to allow the clock to run for several days
without the need for frequent winding. Originally,
the clock would have been installed much higher
up a tower and the weights would run it for many

days, maybe weeks on a single wind.
In the left hand photo above, all the parts are safely
back in Dorset. The two large cast iron weights on
the left weigh 35 Kgs and 75 Kgs; the light one for
the Going Train (time keeping) and the heavier one
for the Striking Train (bell striking). They are heavy!
My first task was to give the mahogany frame some
TLC. Ten plus years of being exposed to the
elements, pigeon poo, ivy etc. had left the wood
with a black mould covering and most of the
original varnish had flaked off. I decided to sand it
down and wax it; it came up well.
The clock was in very good shape. All it needed was a complete strip
down, cleaning of the brass wheels, wet’n’dry paper to remove surface
rust from the steel parts and re-assembly. All the pivots were oiled
with turret oil and all the steel parts were lightly coated in oil. But you
might notice in the left hand photo above, that there is only one barrel
& great wheel on the right side of the clock and the left set is missing.
Fortunately, the previous owner had these
missing items made but had not yet finished the
final machining and the fitment of them. They are
shown in the photo on the left in front of the two weights. I had to
rivet the click to the great wheel and fit a leaf spring for it, but most
work was the machining of the barrel arbor and putting a square on the

end of it for the winding key. Oh, and I had to make a winding key as well.
So that was the Clock With No Hands all done, but would
it run? No idea until I had sorted out the steel ropes for
the weights. This was an area that the previous owner
had not completely sorted out and, in my view, the little
cabling that had been done was incorrect. When
originally installed halfway up a tower / cupola / turret
etc., the steel rope would have come off the barrel in a
downward direction and it would then go all the way to
the floor, loop through the pulley in the top of the
weight and then go vertical to an anchor point on a
wooden beam or similar. It was a simple arrangement
with no danger of the steel ropes fouling anything, and,
should the steel rope break, the weight would fall to the
floor onto a special oak safety device.
The mahogany frame was built so that the clock could
run as a self-contained unit without the need for a tower
etc. But it means the steel rope runs very close to the
frame and the clock; even more concerning, is that the
weights move downwards inside this frame and they also run very close to the movement.
Finally, the winding key is hindered by the frame to some extent, so I had to make an
unusually long key.
Finding the best route for the steel rope is still a work
in progress but I have completed the Going Train
side; the Striking Train is yet to be done. I had to buy
several antique pulleys from our favourite auction
site, in addition to smaller new ones and shackles.
Plus new steel rope and fittings.
Some photos below of the clock as it is in December
2020. As you can see, cabling has been done on the
Going side (right hand barrel), but while the new
Striking barrel, great wheel and arbor are fitted, it has
not yet been cabled. In the right hand photo, you can
see that the Going weight has been wound up to the
same level as the bell; in this position, the clock runs
for about 3 days. If I was brave (and strong) enough
and wound the weight all the way to the top of the frame, the clock would run for about a
week, but I need to be confident in my cable crimping, pulleys and anchors because if the
weight fell on the clock….it doesn’t bear thinking about.

And to wind up this story (excuse the pun), why is it called
The Clock With No Hands? It’s down to our current Section
Chairman being very underwhelmed when he saw it
running for the first time back in October. He foolishly
made a video of his visit and I encourage you to play it and
hear his derisory comments:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8c0rZjxA1QU
For a better clip of the running clock and without the distraction of our current Section
Chairman, try this one:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SO6Y8laCkvk
Of course, turret clocks never did have dials and hands; the towers that they lived in did, but
not the clock itself. The hands in the tower were usually connected to the clock via bevel
gears, universal joints and very long shafts going up to the top of the tower.
I do have plans to use the dial housing that came with this mahogany
frame. I will probably mount it on the outside of the oak-framed
building where the clock is. The
clock came with all the parts to
drive a pair of hands, but I’m
lacking the dial and hands; eBay
to the rescue.
The parts on the right get
mounted on the back of the dial,
wherever that may be in relation
to the clock. The gears convert
the single output from the clock,
which is one rotation of shaft / minute, into minutes
and hours.
Job for 2021: Get the Striking Train and bell working!

Well, who knew? Looking at the positives, if the clock never tolls for thee, then
its ALWAYS cake time!

Richard Miller shares a lifelong obsession. (Mine has been Debbie Harry, his,
apparently a 2t BSA. One of us is wrong-ed)
Thirty years of Bantaming.
The stylishly dressed lad in the photo is me, aged something like four – it was a
long time ago, I don’t recall all of the details. An early memory I have is of going
over to Stalbridge with my father to pick up the bike, it would have been
sometime just before this photo was taken. At that time dad didn’t have a
license but I guess the bike was local, cheap and must have tickled him in some
way. Back in 1976 the Bantam wasn’t even so old, even though it did very much
look it.
The bike is a 1960 D1
Bantam, one of the very
last of the plunger framed
bikes. After purchase it
was wheeled in to a lock
up whereafter it lived for
a number of years,
occasionally wheeled out
to be started up, ridden
around the lock ups and
then returned to its lair. I
think perhaps dad fancied
taking his test on it, but
having taken it for a spin
thought better of the
plan.
The Bantam’s main role
over the next ten years
was as a focus for my
pestering dad to take me
for a ride on the petrol
tank and later on under
my own control.

Come the age of sixteen dad generously gifted me the Bantam. I excitedly
prepared it for my first legitimate road ride when I hit seventeen. A reasonable
condition of ownership was attendance of a training course. So, from the start I
rode one evening a week over to Wimborne for the ACU training course. The
Bantam was by then extremely anachronistic and hand signals were long a thing
of the past but none-the-less it was accepted by the instructors and just about
managed to hold its own with the lads on fifties. Of course I racked up many
miles outside of the training programme and come the day of the test I was
fortunate to pass first time.
Through the next two years the Bantam and I clocked up many happy miles and
memories together. Somehow back then it seemed perfectly adequate for two
up trips to the beach with mates, commuting to work at the ice cream van in
Kimmeridge and evening pub excursions across the county year-round. In
testament the bike never let me down. I remember it limping home one time
with a dodgy condenser. Another time it sooted up by Badbury Rings and in my
youthful stupidity I managed to drop the spark plug terminal nut in to the
cylinder head. Not a problem with a Bantam. I took the petrol tank off, turned
the bike upside down, lifted it and gave it a shake. Out fell the errant nut.
Nowadays I might have just taken the cylinder head off...
Then along came a Suzuki 250, next a Triumph 21. The Suzuki was wonderful
and the Triumph awful (I bought cheap). And the Bantam was then neglected. I
even tried to sell it. At two hundred quid the sole taker was a number plate
dealer who turned up and then backed out when he saw the jumble of Us and
Vs that is the Bantam’s plate. Not many folks out there with UEV as their initials
thankfully.
So, the Bantam stayed with me, slightly unloved. It moved back to the lock up.
After a few years I finally had a place with a garage, the Bantam joined me and
was occasionally resurrected only for me to discover that 17 year-old me had
been very misguided and it was in fact an awful motorcycle. I guess my few extra
stone did not help the riding experience. Anyone (un?)fortunate to have covered
many miles on a D1 Bantam will know that the bike has gear one, gear two and
overdrive. One will climb most hills (though I do recall having to jump off and
run alongside the bike whilst attempting Ibberton Hill). Ring it up to 15mph and
you’re good for second. 30 is about right for third. Hit third and the bike is in a
flat spot up to about 35. If you encounter a hill then woe betide you - you will
be back to second and screaming it. Long hills and headwinds are a juggle of
optimism and boredom. Scream it in second, try third, no - back to second, this
is boring maybe third will be ok, try third, no - back to second. Repeat.

As my stable grew and space became more of a premium, though I felt
sentimental for the Bantam it seemed that its life with me was perhaps coming
to an end. I considered selling it, a good friend expressed an interest (against my
better advice) and we came to an agreement of a kind – he would take it from
me sometime in the near future, all subject to amiable discussion. I have no
problem selling bikes but a personal tick I have is that if a long termer is close to
running I just can’t sell it until it is sorted. Hence it tends to be that the most of
my bikes need work and when they are finally perfectly sorted they find a new
owner... So it was with the Bantam. The bike was getting difficult to start. I
figured that some new seals would be two or three hours work and would sort
it out.
Out came the motor and I began taking it apart. The points cam was solidly
seized on, if you know Bantams you will know that this is an annoyance. It is on
a keyway and should slide off, there is no special tool and no space to get a
regular puller in there (if assembling one don’t forget to use copper grease). So
out came various pliers, penetrating oil and persuaders of many sorts. Even
getting heat on there is a problem as you cannot take the stator off until the
cam is off. I tapped and I pulled, no luck. I tapped and pulled some more and
ping, the end of the crank snapped off. Damn. What to do? That’s a new crank
needed. Or (inspiration!) an expensive electronic ignition that doesn’t require a
points cam to trigger it. I didn’t want to have the engine in pieces on the bench
for weeks as the crank got sorted so I bit the bullet and bought an electronic
ignition kit. When the rest of the motor came apart I found that it was generally
sound but the seals were so shot that they were each in two pieces – one piece
on the cases and then the inner piece attached to the crank to spin with it and
a large gap between the two. It was a miracle that it had run at all.
The motor went back together easily with new seals and also bearings whilst at
it. The electronic ignition was a breeze to fit and set up. I had a D3 150cc barrel
on the shelf – naive young me had bought it with a piston and wrong-headedly
assumed that I could just fit it and go faster. Of course, within a few miles I had
seized the motor and then took it off again. This time I did it right and found a
D3 carb and jetted it to suit. So, the bike now runs with electronic ignition, 150cc
and a Todd head for added good measure.

This time around the bantam is a pleasure to ride along local lanes with 45mph
being an easily achievable cruising speed. The extra 25cc gives very useful extra
torque for my 14 stone and though the bike is slowed by hills they are no longer
the gear change polka that they once were. Overall the bike is actually, well,
quite nice. I even find myself choosing to ride it in front of my Velo or Gold Star
(maybe I should re-evaluate my life choices!). Here’s to hopefully another thirty
years on the little Bantam. Who knows? After experiencing pillion rides on it
maybe one of my girls will decide in the future that Bantaming might be fun.

I LOVED this tale and delighted you’ve managed to keep it, thank you, Richard.

Perhaps it’s time for a festive tale. I’m reliably informed this is 100% true and in
no way the fictional rantings of a madman, his brain addled from too many 2stroke fumes.
A Christmas Triumph
Farmer Chris Mass checked his watch in the gathering gloom, and yes, it was
now officially the night before Christmas, despite it being only 2pm. He
supposed that our brilliant and lawfully elected politicians knew what they were
doing when putting the
clocks back every year, and
that Dorset being plunged
into darkness by lunchtime
was but a small price to pay
if it enabled the three
farmers on remote Scottish
islands to milk their Haggis,
or whatever it was they did
up there. Settling back in his
chair and listening to the
near-continuous sound of
tractors rumbling past on
their way to spread yet
more festive slurry, Farmer Chris thought about the year just gone.

OK, it was true there’d not been much riding taking place, but it had presented
a wonderful opportunity to dismantle all of his bikes with the intention of
‘getting them ready’ for the riding season, as he’d done the previous three years.
And also, just like a jigsaw bought from an Oxfam shop (other charities are
available), there seemed to be the right number of pieces, but, as the great
piano virtuoso Eric Morecombe once alluded, not necessarily in the right order.
No matter, there was plenty of time after all, had the three wise men- Boris,
Matt and Dominic, not declared the festive season a time for us to drop our
guard and allow the virus to enter our homes, wearing a cheery hat and giving
us the present of either herd immunity or a free ride in an ambulance? Three
cheers for Mr Sunak and gawd bless all of us!

The telephone began to ring, a surprise in itself as BT could usually be relied
upon to be digging up the road at this time of year and not for the first time,
Chris wondered just how hard could it really be to train carrier pigeons? He
answered, there was an anguished voice:
“Hello, farmer Chris, Margot here from Thyme after Time café, we need your
help as we’ve run out of duff. Plenty of plums, but duff? Not so much. Can the
mighty Dorset section help?”
Chris knew what he had to do and telephoned the club secretary immediately.
But Paul W was too busy building a clock that had no dial or hands; an avoidable
oversight, Chris couldn’t help but think. Treasurer Ken was next, but he’d gone
out for a ride several days earlier and not returned, having almost certainly
broken down somewhere. Gabby, he thought, good old reliable Gabby. He
answered immediately, but Chris’ pleas fell on deaf ears, literally. There was
nothing else for it, Chris knew there was only one last chance to save ChristmasRudolf.
Heading into the dark recesses of the shed, usually only the preserve of Linda
Dickinson’s preserves, he found what he was looking for. A few minutes later,
having reluctantly put Pete Dungey’s model trainset down, he eventually
unearthed Rudolf. Red with rust, Rudolf, the little Triumph Tiger Cub, had lain
unused for several years, ignored and unloved as a succession of more
glamourous visitors graced the shed. But now was his time, his chance to shine!
Thanking the heavens that he’d bothered to put some Shepton autojumble lead
balls in the rusty tank, thus ensuring the ancient petrol would still be in perfect
condition in yet another Christmas miracle, farmer Chris attached the jump
leads to the old bike. Admiring the curly swirls of genuine LUCAS smoke as they
gently escaped the loom and the flicker of festive flames coming from under the
tank, Chris vaguely recalled that this was a 6v bike and the 24v charger from his
tractor might be a touch excessive. Replacing the blown fuses with a selection
of woodscrews and 4” nails, he tried a gentle kick, not wishing to hurt the poor
Triumph too early on. Rudolf refused to move, so Chris then tried speaking nicely
to him, before threatening to ‘take him round to Ken’s to be fixed good and
proper’. That seemed to do the trick, and the little cub began to purr like a kitten,
if purring sounds like emptying a canteen of cutlery into a washing machine, that
is.

Pushing Rudolf out of the shed, Chris’ wife told him that it was going to rain,
according to her phone app. It was difficult to make out her voice through the
torrent of water cascading down on him, but he thought she mentioned a 9%
chance a bit later. Smiling confidently, he tapped the side of his already sodden
nose and replied:
“don’t worry, Rudolf the red knows rain, dear”
And with that, he set off into the lunch-time night.
The mud lay deep and crisp and even over the entire road, such was the skill of
the local farmers in protecting the
pristine tarmac expertly laid by the
council as recently as 1973. There was
absolutely no chance of finding any pot in
the holes here in Dorset, that’s for sure!
Little Rudolf ploughed on, surging past
the greasy spoon in West Stour. Chris
thought how happy they all looked inside,
bolted to the floor in their chairs and
sipping cask-aged tea, but there was no
time to lose wondering, he had to save Christmas!
The route from farmer Chris’ farm to Thyme after Time was a massive distance
and usually he and the secretary, the other, erm ‘Chris’, would have stopped
several times en-route for essential cake, but tonight was an urgent ride!
Rudolf’s powerful 7.3W headlamp sliced the night open, the beam reaching
almost to the end of the front mudguard and Chris, his chiselled jaw set to stern,
endured the maelstrom. After an hour or two, navigation never really being one
of his strengths, Chris, driven almost to the point of coma by the paucity of
baked goods, happened upon an inn. Parking on gravel so deep that Rudolf
stumbled and fell, he staggered into Henstraw golf club, its single working fairy
light showing just what the proprietors really thought about being jolly. Surely
the innkeeper and his wife, Rod and Bambi, would take pity on a weary traveller
in his hour of need?

“No, sod off, we don’t want you lot here, you don’t spend enough money”

‘not even a coffee?’ pleaded Chris.
“No, I’m not putting the machine on just for you”
Realising there was no room to be found at that particular inn, farmer Chris rode
Rudolf ever onwards through the storm. Eventually, the sign saying ‘Thyme after
Time, 400 yards on your left’ hove into view. Damn, though Chris, I should have
started braking a mile or so further back, marvelling once again at the brilliance
of E.Turner inventing anti-lock brakes way back in the 1940s. The little Triumph
sailed safely past the entrance and Chris had to wait patiently for it to finally
stop, somewhere near Sturminster. He turned around and rode back more
slowly, so as not to overheat the brakes this time.
Pulling up outside, Margot beamed and welcomed them both in. Refusing to
accept more than twelve slices of cake, protesting that it was no more than any
Dorset section member would do and besides, there were a dozen apostles after
all, so it was a bit religious, Chris started up Rudolf for one last time. He sat there,
Duff Duff Duffing away and Margot collected them until all the puddings had
finally been made.
And that, boys and girls, is how Dorset section saved the festive season- a
Christmas Triumph!

These fascinating original paintings reveal a number of very familiar faces, past
and present. I understand the first was commissioned by the section, but the
second was painted by our very own Rod Hann, clever lad that he is. They
currently reside at Rod and Carol’s house, but the plan is to have them on display

at our new home- whenever that may actually happen. In the meantime, enjoy
the images.

HO HO Oh -some topical festive ‘jokes’
1.What is Dominic Cummings' favourite Christmas song? Driving Home for Christmas.
2. Did you hear that production was down at Santa's workshop? Many of his workers have
had to elf isolate.
3. Why didn't Mary and Joseph make it to Bethlehem? All Virgin flights were cancelled.
4. Why are Santa's reindeer allowed to travel on Christmas Eve? They have herd immunity.
5. Why did the pirates have to go into lockdown? Because the "Arrrr!" rate had risen.
6. Why is it best to think of 2020 like a panto? Because eventually, it's behind you.
7. Why couldn't Mary and Joseph join their work conference call? Because there was no
Zoom at the inn.

8. Why can't Boris Johnson make his Christmas cake until the last minute? He doesn't know
how many tiers it should have.
9. Which Christmas film was 30 years ahead of its time? Home Alone.
10. How do you play Dominic Cummings Monopoly? Ignore the rules, move anywhere on
the board you like, and never Go To Jail.
11. Why won't Santa lose any presents this year? He's downloaded Sack and Trace.
12. How is Prince Andrew coping with the stresses of Christmas this year? Fine. No sweat.
13. Why wasn't Rudolph allowed to take part in vaccine trials? Because they only wanted
guinea pigs.
14. Which Government scheme supports Christmas dinner? Eat Sprout to Help Out.
15. How does Santa keep track of all the fireplaces he's visited? He keeps a logbook.
16. Why did Mary and Joseph have to travel to Bethlehem? Because they couldn't book a
home delivery.

(Sorry-ed)

And that just about concludes the bumper
festive edition of LDN. I would like to thank
the committee for all their help in this most
difficult of years and special thanks to YOU
for all your support throughout 2020. Enjoy
the festivities, as far as we’re able to, and
let us all look forward to 2021 and
hopefully, the return of organised runs and
club nights; it’s been too long. Please visit
the website and Facebook pages regularly
and call those members who don’t have
internet access to keep them in the loop.
Stay safe, eat too many mince pies, get a bit
squiffy and we’ll meet again in the new year
-I promise!
With much love
Paul Miles

